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This report documents the essential details of the NN and NA programs
that culminate in the prediction of elastic and inelastic nucleon scattering ob-
servables form optical potentials generated by full folding and effective NN
interaction within the nuclear medium. That same (energy and density depen-
dent) effective interaction is used as the transition operator in the distorted
wave approximation (DWA) for inelastic (and charge exchange) nucleon scat-
tering from nuclei.

This report consists of four sections

• A] General remarks and program locations
1] General comments
2] The order of operations of the NN and NA codes
3] References for more details on theory and methods of evaluation

• B] The t- and ^-matrix codes and how to use them
1] Introduction
2] Comments on the operation of the t-and g-matrix codes and on the

operations procedure to follow
3] The input stream (6 or 7 lines according to the run type)
4] The sequence numbering of two nucleon channels
5] The output formats of the t- and p-matrix code
6] How to find the complex optical potential values for NN scattering

above threshold

• C] The effective interaction codes and how to use them
1] Introduction
2] Front end to effective interaction — use of batchswap
3] The effective interaction generation — MINIEFF'programs
4] Creation of input files for DWBA97 runs

• D] The NA codes, DWBA97 and DWBB97 and how to use them
1] Introduction
2] Input description for DWBA97
3] Input description for DWBB97
4] Information on existing input data sets for DWBA97
5] Operating instructions and general comments for DWBA97and DWBB97



Chapter 1

General remarks and
program locations

1.1 General comments

These notes are intended to allow the user to understand what the diverse codes
of the suite solve in general without too many details so that the input, output
and operation requirements of each code unit can be understood in perspective.
The reader is referred to the list of references given later for more detailed
specifications of the underlying theories and methods of evaluation used.



1.2 The order of operations of the NN and NA
codes

The relevant codes and files are found in three groupings of directories on Higgs,
{/home/amos/). Those groupings are:-

• First units:-
• amos/DirTGruns/bigrun-scp

— to get the auxiliary potentials (independent, of energy)
• amos / DirTGruns / bigrun- average

— to get the t- and ^-matrices at a specific energy

• Second units:-
• amos I DirEffint / Conversion/ batchswap

— converts the t- and 5-matrices into form required as input to
the effective interaction code

• amos I DirEffint IMINIEFFI bigrun- eff
— creates the effective interaction

• amos/DirEffint/For- D WBAj Nuclei/ ene- scale
— gets the correct NA scaling (Love-Franey paper) ^-matrices
for use in DWBA97.

• amos I DirEffint/For-DWBA/efftodwba
— converts the effective interaction into the particular form
required in the input for DWBA97.

• Third units :-
• amos/DirDWBApgms/DWBA97

— Raynal's base program to calculate NA scattering
• amos/DirDWBApgms/DWBB97

— Raynal's program to evaluate diverse spin measureables.



These codes and files can also be found in Peter Dortmans subdirectories
Higgs / data/pjd/For-Ken/

• The t- and <?-matrix codes
/NN- Programs/TG- matrices/Standard- inputs/bigruri- scp

(gets auxiliary potential)
/NN- Programs/TG- matrices/Standard- inputs/bigrun- average

(t/g-matrices at specific energy)

• The effective interaction codes
/NN-Programs/Effective/Conversion/batchswap

(converts t/g-matrices into form for eff. interactions code)
/NN- Programs/Effective/Conversion/MINIEFF/bigrun- eff

(creates effective interaction)
/NN- Programs/Effective/For- D WBA/Nuclei/ene- scale

(to get correct NA scaling t-matrices for DWBA)
/NN- Programs/Effective/For- DWBA/efftodwba

(converts eff. interaction into the correct input for DWBA97)

• The NA scattering codes
/D WBA- Programs/D WBA 91

(calculates NA scattering for microscopic interactions)
/D WBA- Programs/D WBB97

(calculates other spin measureables, e.g Ami)



1.3 References for more details on theory and
methods of evaluation

References on the NN interactions and their use in analysis of free NN scattering:-

• The NN phase shift used as 'data':-
R. A. Arndt, C. H. Oh, 1.1. Strakovsky, R. L. Workman, and F. Dohrmann,
Phys. Rev. C 56, 3005 (1997).

• The Paris interaction:-
M. Lacombe, B. Loiseau, J. M. Richard, R. Vinh Mau, J. Cote, P. Pires,
and R. de Tourreil, Phys. Rev. C 21, 861 (1980).

• The Bonn interactions and their use:-
R. Machleidt Adv. Nucl. Physics 19, 189 (1989);
R. Machleidt, K. Holinde, and Ch. Elster, Phys. Rep. 149, 1 (1987);
R. Machleidt and G.Q. Li, Phys. Rep. 242, 5 (1994).

• The OSBEP of the Hamburg group:-
L. Jade and H. V. von Geramb, Phys. Rev. C 57, 496 (1998);
L. Jade, Phys. Rev. C 58, 96 (1998).

• An optical potential correction model of NN scattering above threshold:-
H. V. von Geramb, K. Amos, H. Labes, and M. Sander, Phys. Rev. C58
(oct) (1998).

• Basic theory for t- (and g-) matrix calculations:-
M. I. Haftel and F. Tabakin, Nucl. Phys. A 158, 1 (1970);
P. J. Dortmans and K. Amos, J. Phys. G17, 901 (1991).

References on the NN ^-matrices and their use in defining an effective NN
interaction within the nuclear medium:-

• Basic theory for t- (and g-) matrix calculations:-
M. I. Haftel and F. Tabakin, Nucl. Phys. A 158, 1 (1970);
P. J. Dortmans and K. Amos, J. Phys. G17, 901 (1991).

• Specification of effective NN interactions in nuclei:-
H. V. von Geramb and K. Nakano, in The Interaction Between Medium
Energy Nudeons and Nuclei, ASP Conf. Proc. 97, edited by H. O. Meyer
(AIP, New York, 1982), p. 44;
L. Rikus, K. Nakano, and H. V. von Geramb, Nucl. Phys. A414, 413
(1984).

• The mapping method and the effective NN interaction for code DWBA97
H. V. von Geramb, K. Amos, L. Berge, S. Bfautigam, H. Kohlhoff and A.
Ingermarsson, Phys. Rev. C 44, 73 (1991);
P. J. Dortmans and K. Amos, Phys. Rev. C 49, 1309 (1994).



• Effective interactions derived from NA data analyses

W. G. Love and M. A. Franey, Phys. Rev. C 24, 1073 (1981).

References on the theory behind the NA codes of Raynal:-

• Helicity amplitude formalism
M. Jacob and G. C. Wick, Ann. of Phys. 7 , 404 (1959).

• Helicity formalism and multipoles of interactions
J. Raynal, Nucl. Phys. A97, 593 (1967);
J. Raynal, in The structure of Nuclei (IAEA, Vienna, 1972).

• Scattering observables defined in tensor form with helicity amplitudes
J. Raynal, Symposium sur les Mecanismes de Reactions Nucleaires et
phinomenes de Polarisation Universite Laval, Quebec, (1969);
J. Raynal, 'Aspects Geometriques des Reactions', Saclay Note CEA-N-
1529 (1972);
J. P. Blaizot and J. Raynal, Lettere al Nuovo Cim. 12, 508 (1975).

• Notes on the base computer program (DWBA91)
J. Raynal, computer code DWBA91 (NEA 1209/02).

References on the coordinate space theory of the microscopic Optical Model
potentials:-

• Basic theory of OMP in coordinate space
F. A. Brieva and J. R. Rook, Nucl. Phys. A 291, 299, 317 (1977);
W. Haider, A. M. Kobos and J. R. Rook, Nucl. Phys. A 480,1 (1988);
H. V. von Geramb and K. Nakano, in "The Interaction Between Medium
Energy Nucleons and Nuclei", AIP Conf. Proc. 97, edited by H. O. Meyer
(AIP, New York, 1982), p. 44;
L. Rikus, K. Nakano and H. V. von Geramb, Nucl. Phys. A 414, 413
(1984);
P. J. Dortmans and K. Amos, Phys. Rev. C 49, 1309 (1994).

References to use of the Raynal codes post DWBA91

• All nuclei 200 and 65 MeV
P. J. Dortmans, K. Amos, and S. Karataglidis, J. Phys. G 23,183 (1997);
P. J. Dortmans, K. Amos, S. Karataglidis, and J. Raynal, Phys. Rev. C
58 (Oct) (1998).

• Studies of 3i4He in particular
P. J. Dortmans, K. Amos, and S. Karataglidis, Phys. Rev. C 57, 2433
(1998).

• Studies of 6 | 7Ii in particular
S. Karataglidis, B. A. Brown, K. Amos, and P. J. Dortmans, Phys. Rev.

• C 55, 2826 (1997).



• Studies of 12C in particular
S. Karataglidis, P. J. Dortmans, K. Amos, and R. de Swiniarski, Phys.
Rev. C 52, 861, 3224 (1995); Aust. J. Phys. 49 644 (1996);
P. J. Dortmans, K. Amos, and S. Karataglidis, Phys. Rev. C 55, 2723
(1997).

• Studies of 14N and 16O in particular
S. Karataglidis, P. J. Dortmans, K. Amos, and R. de Swiniarski, Phys.
Rev. C 53, 838 (1996).

• Studies involving 'exotic' radioactive nuclei
S. Karataglidis, G. Hansen, B. A. Brown, P. J. Dortmans, and K. Amos,
Phys. Rev. Letts. 79, 1447 - 1450 (1997).



Chapter 2

The t- and g- matrix codes
and how to use them

The archives of the t- and g- matrix programs are found in the directories on
'HIGGS'

j'kome/data/pjdj'For-Ken/NN-Programs jTG-.matrices
for the input files in

/home/data/pjd/For-Ken/NN-Programs/TG-.matrice$f Standard-inputs
and, for the output files in

/home/data/pjd/For-Ken/NN-Programs/TG-matrices/Standard-outputs

Working versions (file names identical) have been created in the directory
/home/amos/DirTGruns/

which also has subdirectories
../Standard-inputs and ../Standard-outputs

Contents:—

• 1] Introduction

• 2] Comments on the operation of the f-and ^--matrix codes and the oper-
ations procedure to follow.

• 3] The input stream (6 or 7 lines according to the run type)

• 4] The sequence numbering of two nucleon channels.

•. 5] The output formats of the t- and g-matrix code.

• 6] How to find the complex optical potential values for NN scattering
above threshold.



2.1 Introduction
These programs solve the Breuckner-Bethe-Goldstone (BBG) equations (Lippmann
Schwinger as a special case) in partial wave expanded form when one considers
scattering of an incoming nucleon of energy, e0 = [h'2pl}/2m from of a bound
nucleon whose energy is tb = [h2pl}/2m. The total energy of the two particles
is then

E(ko,K) =-(k2
o + K2) , (2.1)

m
where fco and K are the relative and center of mass momenta of the pair. In
partial wave form, the Breuckner-Bethe-Goldstone equations that these codes
solve are denned by

with bars designating angle averaged values. Specifically, the angle averaged
Pauli operator is

Q(k,K;kf) = 1 if k > kf + K

= 0 if k < y/kj - K2

(k2 + K2- kl)
= ~^T?— otherwise. (2.3)

The denominators of the propagators involve mean fields (self consistent poten-
tials) or mass operators and take the form

- C/(|k + K|) - i7(|k - K|), (2.4)

and angle averages on the momenta involved have been assumed. We seek
a result in which the interplay between the auxiliary potentials and the NN
^-matrix is taken into account. To do so, we replace the arguments of the
potentials in Eq. 2.4 with the Brueckner angle averaged prescription

|k ± K|2 « K2 + k2 ± (-^kKQ^i^Kikf) , (2.5)

and use an average value for K (i.e Kave) when determining the single particle
potential, viz.

Kav = Kav(k0;kf,p0)

if0<2A:o<&/-po

~ \ [(2ft. + Pof -k}]\ Hkf-po< 2ko <kf+ po. (2.6)



The latter of these approximations is reasonable since the kernels are slowly
varying functions of K in the relevant integration range.

Then, the interplay between U(p) and the on-shell ^-matrices, is given by
a sum over each contributing two-body channel, viz.

x j X{ki) Tie [gflih, fc; Kav, w)} ftfdfe. (2.7)

The integration weight X{ki) is 1 for k{ in the range 0 to |(&/ — p) fm"1 and

fcf - p 2 ) - kKh - p ) } (2.8)

for |(fc/ — p) < ki < \{kf + p). The momentum ki is an 'on-shell' relative
momentum value which, with the chosen values of kf and p in each case, specify
Kav in Eq. 2.7 by the relationship Eq. 2.6. The NN 'centre of mass energy' at
which one evaluates ^-matrices is then K2K%v/m. Note that as is custom, we
have used only the real parts of the on-shell ^-matrices in the summations to
define the (real) auxiliary potentials that enter the BBG equations,

Finally, as we solve the (complex) integral equation problem rather than
taking the principal value approach, it is a simple matter to allow the start-
ing interactions Vj°j[J,{c{,q) to be complex. For energies above pion production
threshold (~ ZQQMeV) one must allow for flux loss in the NN ^-matrices. We
have done so recently by allowing each NN channel to have a complex short
range Gaussian optical potential complementing whatever chosen OBEP, 'real-
istic' below threshold, has been extrapolated to the energy above threshold in
which interest centers. Details of the programs by which those complex starting
interaction details are found are given at the end of this writeup.
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2.2 Comments on code operations and proce-
dures to follow

2.2.1 Comments on the operations of the t- and ^-matrix
codes

• The code is a series of fortran programs which are linked by a 'makefile'
named imakenbig98-extra-once1 that is found in HIGGS in the directory

/ home/data/pjd/For-K en/NN-Programs/TG-matrices.
and I have a working version in

/home/amos/DirTGruns/.

• To compile the program use 'make —f makenbig98-extra-once' which
generates an executable named 'nntmat-big98-extra-once1

• One runs a series of jobs under the batchjob files 'bigrunscp1 and then
(subsequently), 'bigrun-average1 that are to be found in the directory
/home/data/pjd/For-Ken/NN-Programs/TG-matrices/Standard-inputs.
and I have working versions in

/home/amos/DirTGruns j .

• A file named 'gaussOMP.inp1 must exist as such is always opened in the
program run. If we deal with NN scattering energies below threshold,
that file should contain zero values for the strengths.

• To run use, 'nohup bigrun- * ** > br * * * .out& first with the '***' being
scp and then on completion of those first 'scp1 runs, with the * * * being
1 average'. In this way the jobs are done in background with 'current'
operations viewable in 'br***.out'. These files should be checked to see
that each component run actually worked - time elapsed is the indication.

• The files in the subdirectory 'Standard-inputs' are the standard inputs
for runs to determine the self consistent (mean field) potentials (listed as
files 'in * scp*') or the momentum averaged t/g-matrices (listed as files
'in * at;*').

• The names of files in the subdirectory 'Standard-inputs' identify the in-
teraction involved. In this regard, NOTE:-

the OSBEP input files are relevant for OSBEP97, not OSBEP98!
The files BONNCOUIII-omp.data and OSBEP-omp.data are cases

for the NN optical model potential (OMP) runs. They contain the
OMP numbers required to fit the SAID97 phase shifts (see 2nd and/or
3rd pairs of columns). The appropriate ones of these need be put into
'gaussOMP'.inp' to determine the OMP corrected t/g-matrices.

• The OMP corrections can be used only for OSBEP and BONN cases.
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• bonnnorm.inp means the BonnB interaction, while bonncouIII Anp is the
Bonn coupled channels version 3 as in Machleidt's review article.

• To use a Bonn interaction, one must first specify the parameters for that
in a file lbonn.inp' which will be opened by the code.

• The inputs for both batchjobs are very similar (listing given next) with
only the addition of the value of the incident energy (line 7) for the
bigrun-average execution.
The input files are placed in the subdirectory 'Standard-inputs' and iden-
tified as linl2-scp' (for the execution of the ' bigrun-scp' to get the self
consistent or auxiliary potentials) and as linlB-paris-big40' for the exe-
cution of the L bigrun-average' to get the average 5-matrices.

• For each choice of 'fc/\ usually taken from the set specified by a spread
of density (oc kj) values viz. 0.0, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5, run
the code first with Ictrl = 1 (or 0) to define the mean field, U, — this
may stay the same for any energy if the starting interaction is energy
independent and so can be used for any energy we want. That is so below
pion threshold at least. Above that threshold (~ ZOOMeV), the OMP
corrections are needed. They are energy dependent.

• Then run the code with Ictrl = 2 using the final self consistent potentials
values for lV in Lines 5 and 6, with the 7th line added to the input
stream to obtain the average 'g' matrices at the chosen Fermi momentum
and energy.

• The bigrun * ** files in the subdirectory 'Standard-inputs' can be used to
run a series of calculations (e.g at a specific energy!)

2.2.2 The operations procedure
To determine the average ^-matrices one must

1. set up all needed files in an appropriate directory
suggested is to define a base directory e.g. Jhomej.../'DirTGruns,
and two subdirectories of that

e.g. DirTGruns/ Standard-inputs and DirTGruns/Standard- outputs
Those are anticipated in the 'batch job' file that one uses to run the
calculations.

2. The input files for any run (of the average field and then of the average g-
matrices themselves) should be created and placed in the 'Standard-inputs'
subdirectory under the names used in the batch job runs. The outputs
will go to the named files in 'Standard-outputs' as listed by those batch
job files also.

3. In the calling directory ('DirTGruns'), make sure that the two batch
job files, bigrun- scp and bigrun- average exist along with the executable
nntmat-big98~ extra-once and the files bonnnorm.inp and gaussOMP.inp.
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4. With the appropriate in * *-Scp files in the 'Standard-inputs' directory,
execute nohup bigrunscp > bgscp.out&c to run the average field calcu-
lations at a set of fermi momenta and for the chosen range of momentum
of the variable. This need be done only once for any energy of interest
unless the starting interaction changes with energy.

5. Use the potential values found to define the input files for the average g
matrices runs - those input files also need the energy (7th line).

6. With the appropriate in * *-'name'_big * * files in the 'Standard-inputs1

directory, execute nohup bigrun- average > bgave.out&c to run the g-
matrices calculations at a set of Fermi momenta for the chosen energy.

2.2.3 Listing of the batchjob, big-runscp

#!/bin/ksh
echo "Beginning of Run"
echo " $(date) "
cat bonnnorm.inp > bonn.inp
for j in 06 08 10 12 13 14 15
do
nntmat_big98_extra_once < Standard-inputs/in$i{j}scp

> Standard-outputs/out-par is.${j}scp
/bin/rm potent.dat
echo " $(date) "
done
echo " $(date) "
echo "End of Run"

2.2.4 Listing of the batchjob, big-run-average

#!/bin/ksh
echo "Beginning of Run"
echo " S(date) "
cat bonnnorm.inp > bonn.inp
for k in 40
do
for j in 00 06 08 10 12 13 14 15
do
nntmat_big98_extra_once < Standard-inputs/in${j}-paris-big${k}

> Standard-outputs/'out-paris${k}.${j}av
/bin/rm potent.dat
echo " $(date) "
done
done

• echo " $(date) "
echo "End of Run"

13



2.3 Input streams — t- and g-matrix generation
codes

The input streams for the codes has six (seven) entries for runs of 'bigrun-scp1

{'bigruri-average'). They have the common form

• Line 1:- Npts, nrl, nr2, rangel, range2
example:- 40, 18, 18, 2.0, 20.0/

Npts - total no. of integration grid points (> [nrl + nr2])
nrl - no. of points in the grid zone (0 to rangel)
nr2 - no. of grid points in the zone (rangel to range2)
range 1 - the momentum; at first range of integration
range 2 - the momentum; at second range of integration

• Line 2:- Ipot, Ichl, Ich2
example:- 1, 1, 10/

Ipot:- index to select the potential type to be used
= 0 — the Reid (hard core) potential
= 1 — the OSBEP (1998) of Hamburg
= 2 — the Paris interaction
= 3 — a Bonn interaction — (parameters in 'bonn.inp')

Ichl - starting channel'index (see list that follows input)
Ich2 - last channel index

• Line 3:- kf, nkO, nkXJ, Ictrl
example:-1.4, 6, 13,1/

kf - the fermi momenta (0 = free and LS equation solved)
nkO - no. of momenta (ko) over which average taken
nkU - no. of momenta at which mean field stored
Ictrl - control index of the quantities calculated

= 0 — a complex mean field is found
= 1 — a real mean field is found
= 2 — the average 'g' matrices are found

• Line 4:- y>i,P2, (nkU values in all)
example:- O.le-3, 0.6, 1.2, , 4.8

momenta (p,-) of the mean field (Uave(pi) = V{pi) + i

• Line 5:- [V(pi),i = l,nkU] - real parts of the mean field
example:- -83.14, -59.66,

For Ictrl = 0 or 1 — These are the first guesses
For Ictrl = 2 — mean field values obtained previously

(Ictrl = 0 or 1 run)

• Line 6:- [W(pi),i = l,nkU] - Imaginary parts of the mean field
example:- 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, (if real pot. wanted)

• Line 7:- lab. Energy — Used ONLY if Icrtl = 2!!!
example:- 800.0/
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2.4 NN Channel ordering
Index

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33

Channel
'So
lD2
3 Pi
3 S i
3P2

^ 3
3F3
3D3
3F,
lH,
3h
3h
3Je
lJi
3h
zh
3LS

Index
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32

Channel
lPi
3Po
3D2
3Dl
3F2
2C?4
3G4
ZGZ
3H4
3H5
3G5
3H6

3K8
3K7
3JS

Coupled channels in the set of (33) indices means 'Line 2 ' entries for (e.g.)
the Par is interaction are (shown in paired form t o s h o r t e n list)

Interaction
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

LINE 2
Channel 1

1
1 - 3
1 -5
1-7*
1-11
1-13
1-15*
1-19
1-21
1-24*
1-27
1-29*
1-32*

Channel 2
1
3
5
8*
11
13

16*
19
21

25*
27

30*
33*

Interaction
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

LINE 2
Channel 1

1 - 2
1 - 4
1 - 6
1-9*
1- 12
1-14
1-17*
1-20
1-22*
1-26
1-28
1-31

Channel 2
2
4
6

10*
12
14
18*
20

23*
26
28
31

* — These are coupled channel cases.

Note;- the number channels selected MUST not 'split' any coupled pair,
e.g. Line 2 :- 1, 1, 7 is an error; 1,1, 8 is correct
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2.5 Output formats

The input, results output and basic run information files for the self consistent
potential runs ('Ictrl = 0/1' runs) and the average ^-matrices ('Ictrl — 2' runs)
are placed in predetermined file names.

In addition, if a Bonn interaction is to be used, then the directory must
contain a file 'bonn.inp' in which the details of the Bonn interaction wished are
given. The other forces, Reid, Paris and OSBEP are programmed into the code.

2.5.1 Standard output with runs using Ictrl = 0 or 1
The standard outputs from use of

nohup bigruri-scp > brscp.out &
are given as 'brscp.ou? for the job information list and in the subdirectory
'Standard-outputs in files such as out-paris.k-f .scp, which contain the self
consistent (auxiliary) potential results. These (self consistent field) files contain

• Section 1] Header label identifying the run made

• Section 2] Only if a Bonn interaction was used

— Output the details of the Bonn interaction

• Section 3] Identify the iteration made that gave the potentials

• Section 4] Table of the potentials in the form

Momentum (p0)
0.1E-03

0.6
1.2

I
4.8

Utea\(p0)
-89.31
-58.44
-37.76

I
7.56

^imag(Po)
0.0
0.0
0.0

I
0.0

Sections 3 and 4 are repeated 10 times

2.5.2 Standard output with runs using Ictrl = 2
The standard outputs for this run to determine the average ^-matrices in each
NN channel selected result from use of

nohupbigrun-average > brave.out&c
with 'bmve.ou? containing the run timing information. The ̂ -matrices are listed
in files such as iout-paris4Q.14av1 in the subdirectory ' Standard- outptus and
they contain

• Section 1] Header line(s)

• Section 2] Initial data output
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• Section 3] Only if a Bonn interaction was used
— Output the details of the Bonn interaction

• Section 4] Tables of real, imag g values for each NN channel
at 40 momenta from 0.12 in steps of 0.12 in the form

Channel no.s
1

2

7 1

#

10 3

gave(veal)
-0.6543
-0.5436

I
0.0001

0.3333
0.2222

I
-0.0011

-0.6789
-0.6889

0.0513

0.0055
0.0069

I
0.0001

flw(imag)
0.5678
0.6785

t
0.0321

0.1234
0.4321

I
-0.0021

0.1267
0.1234

0.0456

-0.0056
-0.0085

1
0.0001

The second no. entry is the J-value of the coupled channel involved.
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2.6 Finding the NN optical potentials

A detailed writeup of the NN optical model potentials is given in the paper by
Geramb, et al. Phys. Rev. C58, Oct. (1998).

Lippmann-Schwinger equations are solved with a starting interaction of the
form,

V(t) -> VNN + VOMP{T, s) + t ^ l h . , (2.9)
r

where VNN is an energy independent background potential and (VoMp(r,s)) is
an energy (s) dependent, complex optical potential,

VOMP(T, s) = {V0(s) + iW0(s)} exP(-r2/a2) , (2.10)

The range has been taken as 0.7 fm for most channels (a value of 1.0 fm has
been used for channels with large angular momenta), and we simply run a grid
of real and imaginary strength values, channel by channel until the attendant
scattering phase shifts satisfactorily match the empirical ones.

For coupled channels, VoMpfcs) in (2.9) becomes a 2x2 matrix. A search
for optical potential values in this case is ambiguous, if one uses the full ma-
trix form, since the optical model then has to account for flux losses into the
production channels as well as flux interchange between the coupled channels
themselves. Thus we estimate the optical potentials in coupled channel cases by
using a two step procedure. For coupled channels, we run the evaluations twice
with the optical potential matrix restricted to act in channel 3Si (3P2) and ZD±
(3Fj) respectively. The search criteria then are solely defined by the quality of
fit we find to the diagonal S-matrix elements of each channel in turn.

2.6.1 The NN optical potential codes
Reduced forms of the ̂ -matrix programs are used to find the complex strength
values of the NN optical potentials. Those programs and data files are located
in the subdirectory

/kome/data/pjd/For-Ken/NN-.Programs/Gauss-OMP
(or in my list as /home/amosf DirTGruns/Gauss-OMP)

Execution of the program, created by a 'makefile' named 'make-cmplxl1,
which gives an executable 'nntmat-cmphl, leads to a set of complex phase
shifts determined by the on-shell properties of the NN ^-matrix — each chan-
nel or coupled channel pair being treated individually - from solution of the
relevant Lippmann-Schwinger equation(s) with the chosen 'basic' OBEP plus
the specified complex Gaussian optical potential terms.

The calculations are made on a grid with each grid result output. The
optimal (strength) values must then be added to a file for the specific interaction
form at each energy and for each channel for future use in generation of the g-
matrices. •

The operating instruction to find these OM strengths is
nntmat-cmplxl < inOO
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which uses an input file inOO, gives an output to the screen (dummy essentially
.. but indicates when the run is completed), and creates a result file identified
as fort. 17.

The end results (to date) are stored in files BONNCOUIH-omp.data for
the Bonn coupled channel (mark3) case and in OSBEP97~omp.data for the
OSBEP (1997) interaction as the basic OBEP.

2.6.2 The input file inOO

This file has exactly the same form as the input file for the t- and p-matrix cal-
culations, i.e. a seven line set as listed earlier. However, its purpose primarily is
to identify the basic interaction (OSBEP or BONN), to identify which channel
(or coupled channel) is considered, and to specify the energy involved. A listing
for the choice of the Bonn force, the 35i — ZD\ coupled channel case, and
for an energy of 800 MeV is

Line 1] 40, 18, 18, 2.0, 20.0
Line 2] 3, 7, 8
Line 3] 0.0, 1, 13, 2
Line 4] O.le-3, 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, 3.0, 3.6, 4.2, 4.8, 5.4, 6.0, 6.6, 7.2
Line 5] 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
Line 6] 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
Line 7] 800.0

Lines 2 and 7 are important specifically as in Line 2 we identify the interaction
(bonn = 3) and the first and last channel (7 and 8 for 3 5 and 3D), while the
last line gives the energy.

File inOO is set for each run (used in the execution statement) but a guess
range of the strengths of the optical potentials (with its range) must be previ-
ously set in a file gauss- cmplxl .inp. This file is 'opened' in execution of program
nnttnat- cmplxl.

The file gauss-cmplxl.inp is structured as

• Line 1]: - Va
min, Va

maVVb '

• Line 2]:-Wa
min, Wa

max ,W0

• Line 3]: - a

• Line 4 ] : - Vb
min, Vb

max,W0

• Line 5]:-Wb
mia, Wb

msx,6W0

• Line 6] : - b

The first three lines are the grid range of the real, the imaginary and the Gaus-
sian range for the OM potential in the chosen uncoupled channel (or the lower
'1' entry of the coupled pair) while the second set of 3 lines are dummy values
(for the uncoupled channel run) or the grid and range for the 'upper' partner of
the coupled channel case.
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2.6.3 Output of the NN OM code runs

Execution of '•nntmat-cmplxl interactively creates output to the screen and onto
a file fort.17. The screen output is unimportant save that zeros result. Usually
that is an indicator that a choice of grid range in the file gauss- cmplxl .inp is
invalid.

The optical potential strengths and the associated phase shift values from
the OBEP plus complex OM potential are listed

For uncoupled channel cases, fort. 17 has the form :-
Va,Wa,6{t&d),6{im&g),

with entries for each of the possible grid pairs of strengths. The phase shifts are
in degrees.

For coupled channel cases, fort. 17 has the form :-
Va, Wa, 6(vesl), tf(imag), — for the 'lower' channel
Vf,, Wt,, 6(real), 5(imag), — for the 'upper' channel
5(real), £(imag), — result values for the cross channel

with sequential 3 line entries for each of the possible grid pairs of strengths.
The selection of what OM values are appropriate is by repeat operation

till satisfactory agreement with the diagonal channel phase shifts of Arndt are
found.
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Chapter 3

The effective interaction
codes and how to use them

The effective interaction generating programs are found in the directories on
'HIGGS'

/home/data/pjd/For-Ken/NN-Programs/Effective
(and a working version in my account as /home/amos/DiTEffint/) which
contain within a group of four subdirectories, the set of effective interaction
generating programs to be run.
In operation order they are:-

• ' Conversion/batchswap',

• ' MINIEFF/bigrun-eff',

• ' For-DWBA/Nuclei/enescale'

• ' For-DWBAj'efftodwba'

The first two evaluate the effective interactions and front end sorts the results
for the operation of the latter two which get the correct NA scaling of the t-
matrtces (for use in DWBA97) and then sorts the effective interaction into the
input form for DWBA97.

Contents:—

• 1] Introduction

• 2] Front end to effective interaction

— use of batchswap

• 3] The effective interaction generation — MINIEFFprograms

• 4] Creation of input files for DWBA97 runs
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3.1 Introduction

To use the nucleon-nucleus scattering programs of J. Raynal, (DWBA97), we
must specify a (coordinate space) effective interaction in the form,

9eff (r>W) . (3-1)

where the radial functions have the form,

(3.2)

for each operator of the set 6i = I Central, S12, and L-S, }. Sj (w) are com-
plex, energy dependent strengths, (iy are the inverse ranges of the interaction,
and 3 represents the set of the inverse ranges chosen. The program can also
allow for L2 and [L-S]2 terms should they be required. In principle, the number
of strengths and ranges chosen can be as large as one likes, though experience
shows that four suffice with all operators to accurately reproduce the half-off-
shell ^-matrices for energies between 65 and 800 MeV.

The basic 'data', the ^-matrix elements are in {JSTLL'} channel form and
these have to mapped against effective interaction elements in ST channel form.
To do so, the angular momentum state expectation values of the operators in
the effective interactions are needed. Explicitly, those expectation values are
given by the set

<ec > =

< est, > = 2fei if L = J

if L = V - J - 1

(2J + 1)
and

6

(2J+1)

if L = L' = J + 1
- 2 ( J + 2) se r _ r , _

(2J + 1)
i / J ( J + 1) , if L = J ± 1, V = J T 1 • (3.3)

Originally, it was thought additional elements would be needed in analyses.
Those extra operator terms are

and
(3.4)
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Such have not proved necessary for application to find optical potentials to de-
scribe elastic pA scattering but may be required in assessments of some inelastic
and charge exchange processes.

With the selected form of g^(r,oj), a double Bessel transform determines
the equivalent momentum space representation,

/ r2+xjL («V) t%ST{r, u) j L . (qr) dr
Jo

= Y/ ?)(u;)Ta(qlq;ix{;)<9i>S?)(u;)Ta(ql,q;ix{;)), (3.5)

where A = 2 for tensor states and 0 otherwise, and a designates the two body
channel set of quantum numbers {JSTLL1}.

We presuppose that the codes contained in ijhome/amosjDirTGrunsp have
been used to solve the partial wave Lippmann-Schwinger and Breuckner-Bethe-
Goldstone equations starting with a modern 'realistic' interaction. The result
is a tabulation of (fully-off-shell) arrays, gi,fT(q',g; u>) for each chosen on-shell
energy, u; = k^. Then, assuming that the ranges are independent of energy,
momenta and nuclear density, and that the strengths depend only on the energy,
the effective representation may be separated into individual sets. The optimal
set of ranges and strengths then are those which satisfy

min := )\gifFtf,q;u) - 9J
e§lL,(q',q;oj)\\. (3.6)

This optimization of the effective interaction is facilitated by using by a two
step process. First the ranges, assumed independent of both energy and den-
sity (Fermi momentum), are determined optimally. Then the strengths at the
desired energies are determined for each spin/isospin state and energy.

For every two body channel and momentum pair, q and q', one can obtain the
effective ^-matrices by summing over the appropriate number of strengths and
ranges, and since this parametrization is sought to be accurate for all momenta,
it is possible to rewrite Eq. 3.5 as

r7(«) = TtfQi)Sfi, (3.7)

in which 7 has the dimensionality m due the combination of the number of
channels considered for the set of input (^-matrices with the set of momenta
grid and energies considered. The dimensionality of /? is n and equals the total
of the number of ranges for each of the operators considered.

The minimization required is that of the Euclidean norm

min := \\T^(fi)S0(oj) - Ty(u)\\ (3.8)

where r is an [m x n] matrix with m » n. The system is over determined so
that the minimization scheme may not necessarily find the sole optimal set of
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strengths/ranges. Rather an 'optimal' set of strengths for a chosen 'best' set of
ranges will result. Inversion of Eq. 3.8,

Y W ) , (3.9)

allows replacement of the strength in Eq. 3.7 giving the requirement

min := )\T7f}(^r+s(^Ts(u>) - TT(w)|| (3.10)

which can be found by using singular value decomposition upon the matrix
operator r. This is effected by considering

T = UDV* ; T+ = VD+U* (3.11)

where (since the input information over determines the solutions) the eigenvalues
of the diagonal matrix, D, are of rank r <m and the eigenvectors of U (V) are
u>a-y (va-r)- Now one needs simply to determine these eigenvalues and then find

min := (]T |r»|2 - £ I £<»r» | 2 } (3.12)

via numerical means. Once the optimal set of ranges is found, -their values can
be used in Eq. 3.9 to obtain the set of complex strengths for any given energy.

Central in this approach, one defines the root mean square (rms) average
center of mass momentum, < Kav >, by first determining the rms momentum
value of the struck nucleon. That is, one solves

2 t i J " (3-13)(Pt)<ti> £L,

which leads to pj" = 0.85773fc/. As the momentum of the incoming nucleon for
a given relative momentum is

otherwise. (3.14)

The rms average center of mass momentum is then determined in the usual way
— see the write-up of the t and g matrix calculations.
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3.2 Front end to effective interaction — batchswap

The file batchswap found in the directory
home/data/pjd/For- Ken/ NN- Programs / Effective / Conversion

(and in my account as the directory /home/amos/DirEfjint/Conversion/),
controls a batch job run of the executable

'micktoeff-big'.
To execute use 'nohup batchswap > batch.out&
This program reads the t- and ^-matrices in the format produced by the t-

and ^-matrix generating programs described in the write-up 'TMATCODES.TEX'
(see directory /home/amos jDirpgms/TGmatcodes/), and creates files of those
values in the format required as input for the effective interactions program con-
tained in subdirectory 'MINIEFF'.

3.2.1 Structure requirement

A file 'front.inp' is required and contains information that allows micktoeff-big
to know the type and size of the interactions involved as well as the size required
for the subsequent run of the effective interactions code.

front.inp contains (usually) a single line
Ngrid, Nactual, Intn, Nochs, Onshell (example:- 20, 40, 2, 0, 1.5528)

Ngrid = no. of grid points for the effective interaction
(this value can be 20, 30, or 40 ONLY)

20 means the grid 0.12 (0.12) 2.40
30 means the grid 0.12 (0.12) 3.60
40 means the grid 0.12 (0.12) 4.80

Nactual = no. of grid points used in runs of the t- and ^-matrix
(Nactual determined by runs of '-average' codes - 40 is used)

Intn = index that identifies the interaction
1 -*• the OSBEP98 interaction
2 -+ the Paris interaction
3 —> a Bonn interaction

Nochs = choice of the no. of NN channels to be used in the fit
0 —» include channels with J < 5
1 —»• include channels with J < 7

Onshell = the on-shell momentum (k = y/Eiab/[2 x (41.47)]
(e.g. 1.5528 for Eiab = 200 MeV)
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3.2.2 Processing done by batchswap

The listing of batchswap is
#!/bin/ksh

echo "Beginning of Run"
echo " $(date) "
for j in 00 06 08 10 12 13 14 15
do
for i in paris
do
for k in 200
do
micktoefflbig < ../../TC_matrices/Standard_outputs/out_$i$k.$jav

> mick.out
cat stOO > ../ST_files/stOO_$k_$i_$j.dat
cat stOl > ../ST_files/st01_$k_$i_$j.dat
cat stlO > ../ST_files/stlO_$k_$i_$j.dat
cat st l l > ../ST_files/stll_$k_$i_$j.dat
/bin/rm stOO stOl stlO st l l mick.out
echo " $(date) "
done
done
done
echo " $(date) "
echo "End of Run"

note that

• the result is a set of spin-isospin {ST) files, stored in a subdirectory
'../Effective/ST-filesf

and named
sVST'JE'Jintname'Jj'.dat - with numerals for 'ST', 'E' and ' j '

• With the example given one would be dealing with the 'Paris' interaction,
at 200 MeV (&), with 8 densities related to the '&j?' values of the set lj\

• The input t- and ^-matrices must be provided in a subdirectory of the sys-
tem TG-matrices/' Standard-outputs/' and created as named above in the
generation program runs of '../TG-matrices/nntmat-big98-.extra-once'.
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3.3 The effective interaction generation — MINIEFF
The basic executable, minieff- big, is created by a 'makefile', Makefile-big,
found in

home/data/pjd/For- Ken/NN- Programs j Effective/ MINIEFF
(and in my account as /home/amos/DirEffint/MINIEFF). This processing
uses the files of data created by the 'front end' use of 'batchswap\ to generate
the weights and ranges of the (coordinate space) effective interaction. Note that
the program can also allow for I? and [L-S]2 terms should they be required.

3.3.1 Batchjob structures

The batchjob structure to obtain effective interactions is split over two files, the
first named bigruv—eff which in turn calls the second, runjob-big.

The listing of 'bigrun-eff' is
#!/bin/ksh

echo "Beginning of Run"
echo " $(date) "
for i in paris
do
for j in 00 06 08 10 12 13 14 15
do
for k in 65
do
cat ../ST_files/st00_$k_$i_$j.dat > st00_065a.dat
cat ../ST_files/st01_$k_$i_$j.dat > st01_065a.dat
cat ../ST_files/stlO_$k_$i_$j.dat > stl0_065a.dat
cat ../ST_files/stll_$k_$i_$j.dat > stll_065a.dat
cat eff00_l_03.dat > efF00_l.dat
cat eff01_l_03.dat > eff01_l.dat
cat effl0_3_03.dat > efflO_3.dat
cat effll_3_03.dat > effll_3.dat
runjob_big > test.out
cat test.out > eff_03.out
/bin/rm test.out eff00_l.dat eff01_l.dat effl0_3.dat effll_3.dat
echo " $(date) "
cat eff_03.out > EFF_OUT/eff3_$k_$i_$j.out_02
/bin/rm eff_03.out
/bin/rm stOO_O65a.dat st01_065a.dat stlO_O65a.dat stll_065a.dat
echo " S(date) "
done
done
done
echo " $(date) "
echo "End of Run"
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Details of this structure are given in the following subsections.

Setup requirements

To run these programs there must exist in the same directory ('MINIEFF').

• a data file (of 2 lines) named 1133.dat

• Two sets (4 for each of the 'ST') of basic input files,
eff'STL l-03.dat — if J < 5 used

and
eff'STLl-OS.dat.big — if J < 7 used

• a subdirectory, EFF-OUT, in which the output is placed per
EFF-OUT/eff3-$k-$i-$j.out-02

the identifiers being:-
'k' - energy ; 'i' - interaction ; 'j' - kp

• executes the conversion program 'condwba'
to give output in the form needed for use with 'DWBA97'

(as if they are 'free' NN entries note!)

Input data file to get effective interactions

The input data files are
eff00~l-03.dat,eff01-l-03.dat,effl0.3-03.dat,aad effll-3-03.dat
They are structured as follows:-

• Line 1:— range, cut-off
range = Gaussian weighting range (a) (exp(-a[fc - fco]2)
cut-off = the chi square value for iteration to stop

• Line 2:- Ic, Iso, It, IL2, ILS2
Ic = 1 - include the type of term in the eff. intn. (0 = exclude)

Order - central, L • §, Su, L2, and [L • S]2

• Line 3:- IS, IT
the two nucleon S and T channel nos. — [(00), (01), (10), (11)]

• Line 4:- Nrc, Nrso, Nrt, NrL2, NrLS2
The number of Yukawa terms for each of the components

(Central, spin-orbit, tensor, L2, [L • S]2)

• Line 5s— Nchan, wti, wt2, ,
Note:- wtt- are weights on individual NN channels
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• Line 6:— mui, mu.2, , mu/vrc

• Line 7:- Vreali, Vreal2, Vreal/vrc

• Line 8:— Vimagj., Vimag2, Vimag/vrc

• Lines 6,7, and 8 repeated for each entry given by Line 2

An example is that given in ../MINIEFFfefflO-3-O3.dat viz.

0.2, O.le-12
1, 1, 1, 0, 0
1,0
4, 4, 4, 0, 0
15, 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.
0.71, 1.758, 2.949, 4.0
-247.092440000 2960.399200000 -11209.473000000 10409.940000000
81.373942000 -1291.013600000 4807.777000000 -4345.653900000
1.25, 2.184, 3.141, 4.0
-443.561870000 6251.484800000 -27376.474000000 31302.601000000
100.015820000 -1241.078500000 4813.302700000 -4738.027700000
1.25, 2.184, 3.141, 4.0
74.765169000 -1614.885900000 7083.945600000 -9534.065000000
-23.401752000 440.277700000 -2678.487100000 4230.387700000

Output structure

The output from use of bigrun-job is a file that is in the form to be used in
DWBA97 runs as if that was a 'free' (t matrix) case .... irrespective of what
actual '&F' has been used in the generation of the effective interactions.

A typical out file is
../MINIEFF/EFF-OUT/eff8-200-paris-10.out- OS

where the last numeral (03) specifies the range of the Gaussian weight used in
the SVD mapping.

These files serve as input to the next set of programs.
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3.4 Creation of input files for DWBA97 runs

A set of computer files found in a subdirectory
home / data / pjd/For-Ken/NN-Programs/Effective/For-DWBA/

(and in my account as /home/amosjDirEffintjFor-DWBAj), allows one to
generate the input file for program DWBA97 (with which the elastic scattering
of 'E' MeV nucleons from a mass 'A' target can be calculated. The density
profile of the (target) nucleus must be given in a file in a subdirectory 'NucleV,
using the effective interaction codes described above.

Prior to use of 'bigeff\ the 'Franey-Love' energy scaling for NN i-matrices
appropriate in folding to get the NA potentials must be found. That is obtained
by using the program 'ene_scale'.

3.4.1 The use of 'enescale'
This program is found in the subdirectory

home/ data/pjd/ For- Ken/ NN-Programs / Effective/ For-DWBA/ Nuclei
(and in my account in / home/ amos / DirEffint / ForD WBA/Nuclei/).

The input to this program is simply a single line, namely
E, A — the energy, and target mass

Run this interactively (the program is not large - space or time,
i.e. use simply ene-scale to execute.

This calculation also requires there be a file 'fort.#' (in subdirectory lNucleV)
that contains the 'free' (kp = 0) effective interaction tabulation for the energy
and interaction type considered. Such is identified as unit '8' in the program.
An example of such would be to use (in Nuclei)

cp amos/DirEffint/MINIEFF/EFF-.OUT/eff3-40-paris-Q0.mit-02 fort.8

The output from a run of enescale is a file 'fort.9' which contains the
DWBA97 input for the 'free' case, and a single line (on screen) that gives the
NN to NA energy scale (se the Love-Prney paper on this). Example for 40
MeV and mass 12, the energy scale is 0.985374015102205236!

3.4.2 The batchjob, bigeff'
The batchjob, bigeff\ controls calculation of the DWBA97 input files, which
are created by use (in bigeff) of the executable, 'efftodwba'

The listing of bigeff' is
#!/bin/ksh

echo "Beginning of Run"
echo " $(date) "
for k in paris
do
for i in 65
do
for 1 in cl2 pb208 ca40 ca48 ol6 zr90 sml44
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do
cat Nuclei/gstr3.dat$l > geff3.inp
for j in 00 06 08 10 12 13 14 15
do
cat ../MINIEFF/EFF_OUT/eff3_$i_$k_$j.out_02 > geff3.inp
done
efftodwba < geff3.inp > geff3_$k$i_$l.out_02
/bin/rm geff3.inp
done
done
done
echo " $(date) "
echo "End of Run"

This program structure presupposes that the nuclei of interest has a density-
profile file existing in the subdirectory '.../ Effective/ For-DWBA/ Nuclei'.
Those files are selected on the basis of an acronym name 'name1 in 'gstr3.dat'name'
(shown are the set with 'name' = cl2, pb208, ca40, ca.48, 0I6, zr90, and sml44)-

Input for a run of bigeff

To run bigeff, (in fact a repeat call of efftodwba) requires input files named
lgeff3.inp', and which are created by the batchjob by cataloguing two data
files that have been formed by previous code operations. Those two files are (in
my directory structure)

/home/amos/DirEffint/For-DWBA/Nuclei/gstr3.datcl2
and

/home/amos/DirEfftnt/MINIEFF/EFF- OUT/eff3-40-paris-12.out- 02
for the case of 12C here, with the selected interaction (paris here), energy (40
MeV here) and kp (1.2 here)

It is presumed that the radial variation of the Fermi momentum is given as

where the density profile of a nucleus is

p{r) = p

For 12C, the usual profile is defined from a fit to electron scattering form factors
and has values

Po = 0.182 nucleons/fm3

c = r0A$ = 2.355 fm (or r0 = 1.02864)
z = 0.5224 fm
w = -0.149

The files such as fhomefamos/DirEffint/For-DWBAfNuclei(gstr8.datcl2
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are 3 line files containing the nuclear profile information and the (LF) energy
scale so that if a file exists for the nucleus of interest, one only need change
that energy scale (first entry, first line) for any run thereafter. The file must be
created initially as 'gstr3.datXXX' where 'XXX' is lcl2\ '0I6' etc.

• Line 1] rf, aij, denO, cc, an, zz, ww
rf = scaling of the real parts of the effective interaction

(often = LF energy scale calculated with lene-.scale')
aif = scaling of the imaginary parts of the effective interaction
denO = scaled strength of density (1.0 used if input as zero)

= po/p(1.4) cc = Fermi profile radial parameter, r<j
an = target mass
zz = the diffusivity of the Fermi distribution
ww = shape weight in the profile function

• Line 2] imax, jmax, jmaxl
imax = the no. of Fermi momenta used (standard set)

jmax = jamxl* no. of ranges (4*jmaxl usually)
jmaxl = no. of different ST terms in the eff. interaction.

= 8 (for 4 central, 2 tensor, 2 spin-orbit)

• Line 3] (rkf(i), i = 1, imax)
rkf(i) = the 'imax' fermi momenta (scaled)

Example:—
0.97683, 0.0, 0.98371, 1.02864, 12.dO, 0.5224, -0.149
8, 32, 8
0.0, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,1.5

The output files, lgeff3^namenE'_lXXX'.out->an

These are a set of files created by a run of 'bigeff' and identify in their name, the
interaction type (in 'name'), the energy lE', the nucleus lXXX', and the range
of the Gaussian used in the definition of the effective interactions 'a'. Typically
one has (for the Paris interaction) files such as lgeff3-paris40-cl2.out-02\

They have the form used as input for DWBA. Note that the 'read' statements
in 'DWBA9T are formatted, hence the created files need be framed in the correct
field specifications, i.e.

0 8

.97683
-.14900

1.22996
1.00000
.80066
.62974

.00000 .98371

-3.7879650000
3.5047564000
14.4822470000
23.8762800000

1.02864 12.

1.7968482000
1.6137547000
1.2019971000
.8222303000

.522 40
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.36443

.18659

.07872

.00000

.97683
-.14900

1.22996
1.00000
.80066
.62974
.36443
.18659
.07872
.00000

38.3081200000
46.0346410000
47.1269430000
45.9836750000

1 2 5 0

.00000 .98371

6482.6777000000
5463.3733000000
4075.1227000000
2992.3070000000
1433.3613000000
533.8657700000
298.2096700000
211.0021700000

.1721007200
-.0910939370
.3600675800
2.1307163000

1.02864 12.00000 .522

-301.2584900000
-280.1802300000
-222.7596800000
-169.9951200000
-66.0055460000
-14.9054980000
-59.2209150000
-280.4740300000

0 8

40

.97683 .00000 .98371 1.02864 12.00000 .522
-.14900

1.22996 -125955.3800000000 4491.1102000000

40

With a run having 4 central terms, 2 tensor and 2 spin-orbits plus each
having 4 ranges, there are 320 lines in all.

The are 32 sequences of 10 lines; the ten lines being

• Line 1] — Nidint, Nidrng, Ncode, Nmean, Nkfs
Nidint = Force component ED

(1,2,3,4 = central 'ST' terms, 5,6= tensor, 7,8 = s-o)
Nidrng = component range ED (1 to 8 usually)

(1 to 4 for the central; 5 to 8 for tensor and S-O)
Ncode = 5 (must be the same as the ED used in previously)
Nmean = 0 (use a geometric mean for rl + r2 as density)
Nkfs = 8 (no. of 'kp '-values in the table)

• Line 2] — rf, aif, denO, r0, A, 'a', 'a/'
the list of profile parameters created by a previous 'biggeff' run.

• • Lines 3 - 10] Kfscal, Sreal, Simag
Kfscal = 'hp' scale value - &F = 1.4 *Kfscal
Sreal, Simag = real and imaginary strengths of the interactions
There are 'Nkfs' such entries
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Chapter 4

The codes DWBA97 and
DWBB97 and how to use
them

The programs (set for computers HIGGS, TAUON, and MOZART indepen-
dently) are found in the directories on 'HIGGS'

/home/data/pjd/For-Ken/DWBA-Programs/
and within subdirectories — DWBA97 and DWBB97.

Copies of all those are also found in subdirectories, also named
DWBA97 and DWBB97, of /home/amos/DirDWBApgms/.

Contents:—

• 1] Introduction

• 2] Input description for DWBA97

• 3] Input description for DWBB97

• 4] Information on existing input data sets for DWBA97

• 5] Operating instructions and general comments for DWBA97'and DWBB97
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4.1 Introduction
The codes DWBA97 and DWBB97 enable one to calculate elastic scattering
observables from nucleon-nucleus optical potentials that are generated by fold-
ing density dependent NN effective interactions (sums of Yukawas) that have
central, tensor and NN spin-orbit character with one body density matrix
elements of the target. They also allow evaluation of inelastic scattering observ-
ables within a Distorted Wave approximation (DWA).

The resulting optical potentials are nonlocal and the codes solve the associ-
ated integro-differential forms of the partial wave Schrodinger equations,

• n2 r d? in+ .
drz

Therein VQ (r) is the Coulomb field (usually taken as that of a uniformly charged
sphere) and the multipoles of the hadronic interaction are generated from the
folding that defines the nonlocal optical potentials, i.e.

* ( 1 . . M ) ) , (4.2)
J V = 1

where g is the effective NN interaction between the projectile nucleon and each
and every struck nucleon within the nuclear medium.

The optical potential given by this folding process takes the form

U(xx,Ti\E) = J2 & + 1)<r««' Wri~r2) [ fa'm'(s)UD(Ru)ipam(s) ds
ctma'm' ^

where Ri% = \TX — vz\, and UD and UEx are appropriate combinations of the
multipoles of the effective interaction for the direct and exchange contributions
to the optical potential respectively, craa« are the fractional shell occupancies
of the target nucleons, and </w(r2) are the single nucleon bound state wave
functions.

Contributions from non-zero multipoles of the scattering, such as exist when
dealing with odd mass (half integer spin) nuclei, are taken into account in the
Born approximation. Those non-zero spin scattering amplitudes are formed by
using the feature of these codes that also give inelastic and charge exchange
results. Essentially the non-zero multipole contributions to elastic scattering
are viewed as 'inelastic' processes with no energy change. All such scattering
amplitudes require one body density matrix elements from the nuclear structure
model adopted. Those OBDME are defined by

Saa-I =
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With even-even nuclei the ground state spin-parities (J*) are 0+ , and the
associated (elastic scattering) OBDME simply are the monopoles,

{, x&aa'O —

whose diagonal elements reduce to the shell occupancies as

aa'm'aam Vmm'Vaa'

(4.5)

(4.6)

The effective interactions used in the folding is of the form generated by the
suite of 'effective interaction' programs, i.e.

where the radial functions have the form,

i=i L J

and the operators can be of central, tensor and two nucleon spin-orbit type.
The process and use in DWBA97 also allows for an extended form that includes
L2 and [L • S]2 terms.

4.1.1 The observables calculated (unpolarised target)

There are diverse observables for the scattering of polarized protons from an
unpolarised target. While one may define differing sets, we consider that which
involves differential cross section, da/d£l, analyzing power, Av, and two Wolfen-
stein spin rotations, A and R. These measureables are defined in terms of
scattering amplitudes F(9). Since the data we investigate were obtained using
polarized projectile protons, this amplitude is a 2 x 2 matrix,

where

±

(4.7)

Sj -2)r\{{6), (4.8)

and

~
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Here r / ^ ^ ) are the rotation matrices, cjj are the Coulomb phase shifts, fc{8)

is the point Coulomb scattering amplitude, and Sj are the S matrices for J =
L±\. With these, the elastic scattering observables are defined as

da

Ay(d) = P{6) =

and

A($) = 2 •

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

Commonly Q, a linear combination of the Wolfenstein spin rotations, is mea-
sured. It relates to the above by

Q(9) = R{9) sin $ + A{9) cos 9. (4.14)

4.1.2 The observables calculated (polarised target)

The observables for spin \ particles scattering from non-zero spin targets are
specified in terms of S-matrices, or helicity amplitudes denned by,

where J = i/(2J + 1). These lead to the generalised scattering amplitudes,

Al 71*272

• (4.16)

In terms of the generalised scattering amplitudes, the observables are

• The differential cross section:-

(^r _ joooo

On ~ 000°
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• The analyzing powen-

— A —= A0n — -

0000

jOOOO . A _ ^0000

OOOO. x _ _ ^ / o jOOOO

( )^ l« + «ffl(«)(4z + Azx)

0 8 1
2()A + 2 ( ) A

0 8 1
sin2(-)Azz + cos2(-)Ax:E - -sin{6){Axz + Azx)

6 B
- Azz) ~ sin2{-)Axz + cos2(-)Azx

- Azz) - sin2{-)Azx + cos2(-)Axz
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4.2 Input description for DWBA97
There are input descriptions provided by the code (hereafter identified as the
'code write up') which can be obtained by using as the input information for
'DWBA97' just two lines, namely and with both beginning in column 1,

• Line 1] DESCRIPTION

• Line 2] FIN

With DWBA97 the result is an output giving the Raynal input descriptions
for BOTH the DWBA97 and DWBB97 codes. They are comprehensive listings
and explanations of all possibilities in using the codes. In what follows, reduced
versions are given but which serve as the usual data requirements for calculations
we make.

Note:- The code has formatted input.
That formatting is given in the code write up.

The input set for a normal calculating run of DWBA97 is divided into sets
identified by the value of an index called iILEGT They begin at line 3 of the
input following the lead lines

• Line 1] — a Text header that identifies the calculation

• Line 2] - a list of logical control entries ('t' or 'F)

The typical logical control set of this entry is FtFFtFtttFFFFFFFFFF.
but only the first 7 are relevant as the 'read' is —

'READ(5,1003) (LO(I), 1 = 8, W
Those 7 entries are identified as '10(8) through 10(14)' and their significance
is clear from the code write up.

The code terminates upon reading a value of 7 for ILECT.

4.2.1 Input with 'ILECT = V
With ILECT =. 1, (read as line 3 — see below),

the bound state information is to be read into DWBA97.
The input stream for this segment then is as follows:-

• Line 3] ILECT
The identifier index (here it must be 1)

• Line 4] Nintpts, Nbdsts, Niproj
Nintpts = no. of radial integration points (usually 80)
Nbdsts = no. of s. p. bound states (protons plus neutrons)
Niproj = no. of s. p. states with isospin same as projectile

• Line 5] Step, Amass
Step = the radial integration step size (usually 0.1 - 0.125)
Amass = the target mass
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• Line 6] LO(40), LOO(l), L00(2), L00(3) — four logicals
LOO(l) = H' - use WS bound states, T - use HO's
- for others, see the code write up - usually use 'false'

• Line 7] Npll, L, Isgn — the bound state q. nos. (of each orbit in turn)
Npll = principal q. no. (atomic scheme — Npll = 1, 2 ...)

(Npll •= No. nodes plus 1 in fact)
L = orbital q. no. value (standard 0 = s, l = p, 2 = d etc.)
Isgn = 2 * (J — L) = ±1 according to J = L =F 1

Note:— The order of entries defines the s.p. state index used later
with the data input under ILEGT = 4, 5, 6.

• Line 8] Alp
For HO states, Alp = v — inverse oscillator length

— wave functions involve 'x' = [vr]2

For WS states, Alp = the binding energy (positive number)

• Lines 9 and 10] For WS states only - potential parameter values
See the code write up for details

Lines 7,8, (and 9, and 10) are repeated Nbdsts times, then follows:-

4.2.2 Input with 'ILECT = 2'
With ILECT = 2, (read as line 3' — see below) ;

the interaction information is to be read into DWBA97.
The input stream for this segment then is as follows:-

• Line 3'] ILECT
The identifier index (here it must be 2)

• Line 4'] Nrngs, Ncomps, Nrads
Nrngs = No. of different ranges

(8 usually - 4 central, and 4 for tensor/S-O)
Ncomps = 0 usually — reset then in code to be equal to Nrngs
Nrads = maximum number of 'radial' dependences - use 64

interaction dimensionality in the code (larger than needed)
Min. is '32' — 4 ranges x 8

[4 (ST) central + 2 (T) S-0 + 2 (T) Tensor]

• Line 5'] LO(16), LOO(l), LOO(2), LO(25), LOO(S) - five logicals
Usual example '•fffft - see code write up for explanations
LOO(S) = t implies Yukawa forms used

Lines 6' and 7' repeated for each set of ranges
Standard is 8 sets, 4 for central, and 4 (tensor and S-O)

• Line 6'] range — the Yukawa range (note:- in fermi)
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• Line 7'] ktf(ii) ii = 1, 14
ktf(ii) = interaction code numbers for component lii'

Code number significance (see code write up)
ktf(i) = 0 - default - component not used
ktf(i) = 3 - complex density INdependent interaction
ktf(i) = 5 - complex density dependent interaction

Examples of lines 6' and 7' - central and tensor/spin-orbit cases
0.25

5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8
0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

Order - Central (ST), S-0 (T), Tensor (T)
The next set of lines (usually 320 in all) are for code no. = 5

• Line 8'] II, 12, IS, 14, 15
Indices that define the component of the interaction

11 = operator identification
[1, 2, 3, 4 for central ST; 5, 6 for S-O; 7, 8 for tensor]

12 = range index (usually 1-4)
13 = code key (usually 5)
14 = 0 - (uses geometric mean density method)
15 = No. of 'fcf' density points (usually 8)

• Line 9'] rf, aif, denO, r0, am, zz, w
density function parameter values (I*1 entry from bigeff)

then if 15 £ 0 (usually 8) and IS = 5

• Line 10'] 'kp ', Real strength, Imaginary strength
(usually 8 of these for each scaled lkj?' value)

Lines 8', 9' and the set 10' are repeated
[the effective interaction programs generate these]

NOTE: - For code = 3 (free t calculations), the set of lines are:-
Line 8' — II, 12, IS (=3) — 3 integers only
Line 9' — does NOT exist
Line 10' — Real, Imag — 2 nos. only

4.2.3 Input with 'ILECT = 3'
With ILECT = 3, (read as line 3" — see below)

the information about presentation form for results is read into DWBA97.
The input stream for this segment then is as follows :-

• Line 3"] ILECT
The identifier index (here it must be 3)

• Line 4"] Nang, Lmax, Imax, Jcoul, Jplus
Nnang = no. of scattering angles to be used
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Lmax = maximum value of the partial wave
Imax = maximum multipole value (for exchange terms)
Jcoul, Jplus — see the code write up

example:- 177 40 30 0 4

• Line 5"] #i, 6iast — the first and last scattering angle values

• Line 6"] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — the graphics controls

• Line 7"] LO(17) — logical that seems not to work — set as False.

4.2.4 Input with lILECT = 4'
With ILECT = 4 (read as line 4"' — see below)

information on optical potential (elastic channel) is read in DWBA97.
The input stream for this segment then is as follows:-

• • Line 3"'] ILECT
The identifier index (here it must be 4)

• Line 4'"] LO(33), LO(34), LO(S5), LO(36), LO(S7)
- logicals used for output control (example:- tftft)

LO(S3) = .true. — Phase shifts output
LO(34) = .true. — output direct (micro) OM potentials
LO(35) = .true. — Elastic scattering results output
LO(37) = .true. — Microscopic OM calculation to be made

• Line 5'"] Atar, Aproj, ZZ, Elab, nonlocality — e.g.- 12. 1. 6. 200. 0.
Atar = mass of target (nucleon masses - 208 for Pb)
Aproj = mass of projectile (1 for a nucleon)
ZZ= charge product {Zproj * Ztaraet)
Eiab = lab. energy of projectile
nonlocality — only for phenomenologicals

Note:- extra data input here if phenomenological Opt. Pot. used

• Line 6'"] rcoui - the reduced Coulomb radius (e.g. 1.05)

The next input is dependent upon the logical, LO(37)
For a microscopic folding case LO(37) = 'true'

• • Line 7"'] (LOX(i), 1=1, 7) — & set of logicals - control folding
see code write up — usually all set 'false'

LOX(l) = .true. - Direct gp case
LOX(7) = .true. - print out pP(r),pn(r),p (n+p)(r)

• Line 8"'] Nbcon - no. of configurations used (must be at least 1)
This is the number of 'shell occupancies' to be read next
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• Line 9"'] LOO(l), LOO(2), 100(3), L00(4), LO(26), LO(28)
logicals that select phase conventions etc. — see code write up

(usually all set 'false')

• Line 10"'] cp, en, amin
cp = proton configuration weight (use 1.0 for elastic channel)
en = neutron configuration weight (use 1.0 for elastic channel)
amin = min. value of spectroscopic no. used (e.g. 0.00001)

• Line 11'"] Npart, Nhole
index of the particle and of the hole respectively

(list is as given with the 'ILECT = 1' input).

With OBDME (used later for 'X') as {^H [at, <g> ah] p * ) ,

identify Npart with a,^, and Nhole with a]2

• Line 12"'] X, Y~ the 'RPA' amplitudes 'X' and 'Y' (Y = 0.0)
for elastic channel, X = shell occupancies (s =2 p3/2 = 4 etc.)
Lines 11"', and 12"' repeated for the Nbcon configurations

4.2.5 Input with 'ILECT = 5*
With ILECT = 5 (read as line 3"" — see below)

optical potential information for the exit channel read into DWBA97.
The input stream for this segment is the same as that for 'ILECT = 4' viz.

• Line 3""] ILECT
The identifier index (here it must be 5)

• Line 4"" LO(S2), LO(SS), LO(34), LO(35), LO(36), LO(37)
LO(32) = .true, ground state profiles are used logicals (33)

to (37) are as before

• Lines 5"" to 12"" — exactly as Lines 5"' to 12"'but for the exit channel
UNLESS LO(32) = .true. - then only the energy is changed

Then shell occupancies stay the same etc. and need only:-
Line 5"":- Excit - the excitation energy (positive number)

4.2.6 Input with 'ILECT = 6*
With ILECT = 6 (read as line 3'"" — see below)

the nuclear transition information is to be read into DWBA97.

(Note:- Non-zero J transfer values in elastic scattering are treated with this
section as zero energy changing 'inelastic' amplitudes)

The input stream for this segment then is as follows:-
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• Line 3"'"] ILECT
The identifier index (here it must be 6)

• Line 8""] Jtran, Iparch, Nbconf
Jpar = the angular momentum transfer involved
Iparch = parity transfer (±1)
Nbconf = no. of OBDME to be input

• Line 9""] LOO(l), LOO(2), LOO(S), LOO(4), LO(26), LO(28)
logicals that select phase conventions etc. — see code write up

(usually all set 'false')

• Line 10""] tcp, ten, amin
tcp = proton configuration weight

1 (use for transition)

ten = neutron configuration weight (as for tcp)
amin = min. value of spectroscopic no. used (0.00001)

• Line 11""] Npart, Nhole
index of the particle and of the hole respectively

(list is as given with the 'ILECT = 1' input.

• Line 12""] X, Y — the 'EPA' amplitudes 'X' and 'Y'
(for inelastic channel X = OBDME - given before, Y = 0.0)

Lines 11'", and 12'" repeated for Nbconf cases (include 'off diagonal's)

Note:- For other angular momentum transfer values, we must run the code
separately. The resultant differential cross sections are then added to form the
total, and other measureables formed using a summing code.
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4.3 Input description for DWBB97
As noted earlier, the 'description' run of DWBA91 gives the input description
for this code as well.

The code DWBB97 is used to find diverse spin measurable results. It uses
output from a run of DWBA97 that is designated by that program as 'fort.?.
The procedure is to strip down the file 'fort.T created by the runs of DWBA97
(to excise unwanted elements ... results for the 'direct' terms of any 'inelastic'
case) and add the final form to a 'front end' set of data to create the input for
lDWBB97.

A typical front end is given in the file 'DWBB.frontf that is found in the
subdirectory /home/amos/DirD WBApgms/

Note that the programs and data files all found in subdirectories of
/home/DirD WBApgms/D WBB97/

(copied from /home/ data/ pjdf For-Ken/ DWBA-Programs / DWBB97 f), require
input as follows:-

• Line 1] A text header which identifies the run

• Line 2] L0(2), LO(S) - usually tF
Note — TWO logicals only (5 implied in code write up)
LO(2) = .true. - relativistic kinematics used.
LO(3) = .true. - scattering angles are in the lab. system.

• Line 3] Thetal, Dtheta, Theta2, Aveang
Thetal = starting scattering angle
Dtheta = scattering angle step size
Theta2 = last scattering angle
Aveang = an averaging angle - not used.

• Line 4] 2Jipl, Ipari, 2jfpl, Iparf, Idl, Nells, Njs, Nobs
Example:- 2 0 2 0 1 30 30 8

2Jipl (2Jfpl) = [2Ji + 1] ([2Jf + 1]) — target state multiplicity
Ipari (Iparf)= parity index of state

— 0 (for positive) or 1 (for negative)
Idl = 1 - scattering index for elastic scattering

get the 'inelastic' terms for J ^ 0
= 0 true inelastic scattering case

Nells = no. of angular momenta
must be as used in the DWBA97 generating run.

Njs = No. of total spin
Norbs = no. of observables to be calculated

• Line 5] Idobs(i), (i = 1, Nobs) — e.g.- 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7
These axe the observable identifications - see the code write up.
Note:- input negative integers => user creation of observables

using the input scale values
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• Line 6] Iplots(i), (i = 1, Nobs) - plotting controls - use zeros (no plots)

If the programmed form of observables is to be used
- input of fort. 7 follows immediately

OTHERWISE
Next input for each observable to be formed with input scales

• Line 7] Ltl, Lt2, Icm, Kid, Ncomp, Aname — example F F 3 0 2 Ayy
Ltl, Lt2 are logicals

(special controls about observables — see code write up)
Icm = 0 - results in the centre of mass system,

= 1 - results in the laboratory system,
= 2 - Observable is defined w.r.t. the incident beam direction

Kid = Positive integer (negative of observable ID above)
Ncomp = no. of components
Aname = name of the observable - for output

• Line 8] Iqnos(j), (j = 1, 8)
the set of 'quantum nos.' of the A-amplitudes

o =o, ±1,
see the code write up and Raynal's longer (blue book) report

Line 8 is to be repeated Ncomp times
Example for Ayy case above Ncomp = 2,

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 - 1

Note:- 0 is the default value for each entry.

• Line 9] Crl, CrB, — Ncomp coefficients
Weight coefficients - usually 1.0 or 1.41421

Now follows the 'tailored' form of fort.7

4.3.1 The ubiquitous fort.7
Prom a previous run of DWBA97, the created fort.7 must be revamped to take
the form as follows:-

• Line 1] Ident — Identifying index - 1 = elastic, 2 = nonelastic

Ident = 2 Input as given from Line 2'] below
Ident = I (elastic scattering) input then follows as

• Line 2] Istate, Njvals
Istate = 1 - for the initial state, 2 - for the final state
Njvals = no. of total spin values (e.g. 35)
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• Line 3] Mproj, Mtarg, Akay, Eta — data from the scattering
Mproj = mass of the projectile
Mtarg = mass of the target
Akay = relative motion wave number
Eta = Coulomb (Sommerfeld) parameter

• Line 4] Amu, SigmaO - reduced mass and L = 0 Coulomb phase shift

• Line 5] Rl—jmh, Il=jmh, Rl=jph, Il=jph
the real and imaginary parts of phase shifts

Each line j is fixed, l=jmh (l=jph) means / = j ± | respectively.
There are to be 'Njvals' entries of Line 5

Lines 1 through the set 5 usually are given for the incident channel
elastic and then the outgoing channel elastic details. Then follows 'Line
V for elastic corrections due to non-zero J-transfers or for true inelastic
scattering amplitudes (Ident =2) and

• Line 2'] Idex, Jtrans, Mpart, Njvals
Idex = 1 - for 'direct' amplitudes

= 2 - for 'exchange' amplitudes
Jtrans = J-transfer value
Mpart = parity transfer involved
Njvals = no. of total spin values (e.g. 35)

• Line 3'] Rfi=jmh, Ifl=jmh, Rfl=jph, Ifl=jph
the real and imaginary parts of the scattering amplitudes

(notation as above with the phase shifts)
There are to be 'Njvals x (2 Jtrans + 1)' entries of Line 3'

Note:-
The 'Direct' inelastic part in fort. 7MUST be deleted for proper use in DWBA97.
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4.4 Information on existing input data sets

The following gives a list of where to find lots of inputs/outputs for DWBA.

4.4.1 Data files for 200 MeV studies
In the directory /home/data/pjd/mass/ one finds the following subdirectories:-

A127out/
Aul97out/
BlOout/
Be9out/
Cl2out/
Cl3out/
Ca40out/
Ca42out/

Ca44out/
Ca48out/
Fe56out/
He3out/
He4out/
Inll5out/
Lillout/
Li6out/

Li7out/
Mg24out/
Nl5out/
Ne20out/
Ni58out/
Ol6out/
Pb208/
Si28out/

Si30out/
Snl20out/
Sr88out/
Zr90out/

This table gives the directories of files for the 200 MeV calculations with the
target as identified in the subdirectory name.
(Note if there is no input/output file within a particular directory, it probably
means we thought about doing it and didn't because we couldn't find data!)

4.4.2 Data files for 65 MeV studies
In the directory /home/data/pjd/65MeV/ there are even more subdirectories
than listed above (for the 200 MeV) case and they are all the 65MeV calcula-
tions. Again the subdirectory name is a target identifier.

4.4.3 Data files for 800 MeV studies
In subdirectories of /home/data/pjd/800MeV/ 800 MeV data files are stored
per:-

• /Paris/ for Paris interaction cases,

• /Osbep/ for osbep97 ones,

• /Norm/ for BonnB ones,

• /CouIII/ for coupled Bonn version III interaction cases.

4.4.4 Special cases
There are special case data files stored in specific named subdirectories as

• I home I data I pjd I He-Isotopes I and /home/ data/pjd/ Li-Isotopes/
contain data files for the He and Li isotopes.

../My-fold/ in ../He-Isotopes/ has 6-8He sets of folded density profiles.
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/Li-Isotopes/ has the outputs from 7 '9 'nLi runs
(Note:- /Trad/ contains files without this folding while /DWBA98/ is
where I was going to test Raynal's newest code but haven't completed it
yet!)

• /home/data/pjd/B8/
contain data sets for 8B calculations

• Inelastic scattering data sets — 12C and 6'7Li
These can be found in subdirectories

/ home / data / pjd/cl 2-200/newcal,
/home/data/pjd/cl2-597/newcal,

and
j home j data / pjd j cl2- 698/'newcal etc.

Note these are very old calculation sets:-
— without recoil/off-diagonal elastic/ \S\ < 1 constrained, /etc,
useful only for basic input; i.e. for the OBDME

• /home/ data/pjd JU6- 200 /with- offdiag/
contain 6Li data sets

• / home/data/pjd/U7- 200 /final /with- offdiag/
contain 7Li data sets

4.4.5 Scattering data tables
All the scattering data is contained in files in /home/data/pjd/scatdat and its
subdirectories.

And if really really old 16O and 14N inelastic scattering data sets are wanted,
look in jhome/data/pjd/olddwba/clean/spec- ol6/ and [home/data/pjd jolddwba/clean jnl4- out/
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4.5 Operating instructions and general comments
for D WBA97

The DWBA97 codes are found in the subdirectory
/hame/data/pjd/F0r-Ken/DWBA-programs/DWBA97/
and executables exist named

dwba97'x'
dwba97'x!_phase
dwba97lx'_d
dwba97ix'_phaden

• The variable 'a;' can be 'ft', 'ro', or '£' and designates executables for use
on Higgs, Mozart and Tauon respectively.

• The basic executables, idwba97'x' run the original Raynal program - al-
lowing for complex medium dependent effective ^-matrices etc.

• Runs with the executables dwba97ix'_phase use the code variant that en-
sures the Si matrices remain unitary as / —» oo

• Runs with the executables dwba97'xLd use input proton, neutron and
total matter density profiles with which to fold the effective interactions
rather than the Fermi functions indicated in the input stream.

• Runs with the executables dwba97ix'_phaden use input proton, neutron
and total matter density profiles with which to fold the effective interac-
tions and use the code variant that ensures the Si matrices remain unitary
as I —¥ oo

4.5.1 Forming proton, neutron and total profiles
To form the separate matter profiles using the occupation numbers and single
particle basis wave functions of the input structure model, we run the basic
DWBA97'x' code with an input stream that has the appropriate 'logicals' set
as .true.

Note that this data should also ensure that 'recoil' corrections logical should
be set .false.

One should also 'kill' the 'generation' run after about 20 sees operation as
by then the profiles have been generated and written to the output file.

4.5.2 Setting up the fort. 7 file
To create the lfort.T file required to run DWBB97 and find spin observables,
start with the original fort.7 file created by the run of DWBA97 and excise the
fourth block of the sets formed, namely

1. Block 1 - elastic data - from the 'incident' channel
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2.. Block 2 - elastic data - from the 'emergent' channel

3. Block 3 - Direct term elements for i —> f

4. Block 4 - Complete elements for i —• /

4 .5 .3 O t h e r forms of sp in obse rvab les

Use of DWBB97 gives a range of scattering observables such as the differential
cross sections through to the spin quantities such as Axxetc.

One can form the alternate set Ami etc. by using the program found in the
directory ../DWBB97/ and named com-spin.f. This program uses the output
file from DWBB97 as input and creates two files, fort.ll and fort.12 on which
are placed

{fort.ll} =*• | —; Ay; AOn; Ann >

{fort.12} => {An; A(m; Aml; Amm}
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